XPG LEVANTE 240 ADDRESSABLE RGB LED CPU COOLER

XPG LEVANTE 240 ARGBCPU Cooler offers superb capability in stabilizing CPU temperature and maintain CPU proper functioning, with XPG ARGB lighting design that creates additional gaming atmosphere.

**Asetek’s All-in-One Water Cooling Solution**

XPG LEVANTE 240 Addressable RGB CPU Cooler uses Asetek’s latest cooling solution to ensure CPU temperature management is at the highest quality and result. Its thermally optimized copper plate with 0.15mm-thin micro channel, providing large cooling area and boosting heat exchange efficiency.

**The 120mm RGB Fans**

XPG LEVANTE 240’s two Vibrant Dual Ring 120mm RGB fans have 24 ARGB LEDs each, managed by XPG PRIME™ ARGB controller. It’s also quiet due to Fluid Dynamic Bearing (FDB) PWM, its auto-restart mechanism (up to 40,000 hours at 40°C of MTBF), and its Anti-Vibration Rubber.
XPG LEVANTE 240mm Radiator
All aluminum 240mm radiator ensures gaming experience to be smooth and consistent, with its 11 water channels to disperse water and heat at an insane rate. With two 120mm ARGB Lighting Fans, XPG LEVANTE 240 optimized the airflow and cooling performance.

**Features**
- Asetek’s All-in-One water cooling solution
- Large diameter copper plate Water Block
- XPG PRIME™ ARGB controller for Water Block and Fans
- All-Aluminum 240mm Radiator
- Low-Noise Fluid Dynamic Bearing (FDB) Fan Design
- Pre-applied Low-Evaporation Coolant and Thermal Paste
- Hassle-Free Installation and Compatibility

**Ordering Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EAN Code Model</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4710273773490</td>
<td>15260000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Control Mode: PWM
- Protection: Auto-Restart

**Specifications**
- Water Block Dimension: 86 x 72 x 36 mm
- Water Block Material: Copper
- CPU Socket Support: Intel - LGA 1366,115x,2066,2011; AMD - AM4
- Thermal Grease: Pre-applied
- Radiator Dimension: 272 x 121 x 27 mm
- Radiator Material: Aluminum
- Tube: Sleeved Rubber Tube
- Fan size: 2 Fan Slots (120mm)
- Fan Dimension: 120 x 120 x 25 mm
- Radiator Support: Front- 360/240mm;
- Bearing Type: Fluid Dynamic Bearing
- Fan Speed: 600~2000RPM±10%
- Fan Static Pressure: 1.42mm-H2O
- Fan Air Flow: 61.5 CFM
- Fan Noise: 34.0 dB (A)